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Jackie Gleason And President Nixon View Aliens
At Homestead Air Force Base, Florida, 1973
By

Clark C. McClelland

Former ScO Space Shuttle Fleet
Kennedy Space Center, Florida

I was working a special launch at the Kennedy Space Center on January 28, 1986, when

I was thrown into anguished disbelief. The Space Shuttle Challenger had lifted off, and as it was

rising into the heavens, I thought I heard a strange sound within its engines. It shortly afterward
exploded at 11:39 A.M. over the Atlantic Ocean. I watched as the crew and the compartment fell

at 204 M.P.H and splashed into the ocean. Later, the astronaut doctor told this writer that the crew
members had survived the initial explosion and were alive as it fell. The crew, with my friend,

NASA Astronaut Judy Resnik, had fallen to their deaths. The crew compartment was eventually
found some many weeks later in 90 feet of water in the Atlantic Ocean with the remains of the

crew inside. I was informed on the day that the crew were being returned and had the opportunity
to attend their sad arrival at Port Canaveral. My mind, again, descended into a state of sorrow after

having seen seven people that I had once worked with, meet their deaths; right before my eyes, as I
watched helplessly. I realized that I had to transfer my sorrow to another but more positive pursuit
which would demand total concentration and release me from this overwhelming emptiness.

Many celebrities have a great interest in UFOs and alien visits to earth. Some have report-

edly said they observed strange crafts; one such person was William Shatner, whom reported
seeing a strange craft in the California Mojave desert. Others had much more unique experiences

such as the TV legend, Jackie Gleason. I decided to locate Gleason, the “Great One”, who lived
in South Florida after learning of his possible junket to a USAF base in south Florida and seeing

aliens while there. I wanted to hear it from the source. Jackie Gleason was a good buddy of a fa-

mous person and important friend, President Richard M. Nixon. The two had bent elbows many
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times and played golf at his Inverrary Golf Club during Presidential visits to Miami, Florida. Both
men were reported to have a deep belief in UFOs and alien visits to earth. Jackie would soon
abruptly and personally learn why President Nixon had that belief.

In early June (or it could have been in July) 1986, I was attempting to locate the great TV

comedian, Jackie Gleason, in south Florida. I located a person interested in UFOs and spoke with
them at the Inverrary Golf Club resort. The employee had Gleason’s private home phone number

and, after some prodding, he gave it to me following a questioning session proving my KSC, etc,
credentials. I apparently had made a favorable impression on him. Gleason had apparently made
his strong beliefs in UFOs known at the golf club among personnel whom he also shared the same

interest in UFOs with. Gleason had one of the largest libraries of UFO books on earth and those
who visited him at his homes obviously were shown the books or noticed the volumes while

there. Gleason already had previous knowledge of me and my NICAP UFO Unit-3 at the Kennedy Space Center. This knowledge stimulated his interest in talking with me when I called him. I

spoke once on the phone with Gleason concerning his general UFO beliefs and knowledge. Gleason refused to talk about the Homestead Air Force Base incident over the phone. To my surprise,

when Gleason realized that this was the same McClelland from KSC he showed an avid interest
in talking with me.

During a telephone conversation with him I apparently was able to gain his trust and re-

spect. It was then that he invited me to visit him. Gleason would be candidly honest with me about
what he had seen at Homestead Air Force Base south of Miami, but, only in person. I had vowed

to Gleason I would not release anything we both discussed unless he approved. In agreement, he
jokingly said, in his usual former “Honeymooners” television show style, “Clark, I’ll send ya to

the moon, if you do”, with a chuckle in his voice. I broke out laughing. I informed him that I was

going to drive to the Miami area to visit friends. I intended on visiting my very good friend, Entomologist/Archaeologist/Explorer, Scientist, Dr. J. Manson Valentine, famed for his discovery of
the Bimini Road in the Bahamas and his wife Anne in Miami.

The Valentines were not at the home I had visited earlier. It appeared closed down and it

was boarded up. I was puzzled. But, I recalled his wife, Anne saying they had some break-ins

and were planning a move. I visited other sites, that afternoon, ate at a nice diner and later drove
north that evening. I intended to meet Gleason During our earlier phone conversation we arranged
a meeting at a rest stop off I-95 North of Miami. I drove into the rest stop and Gleason was in his
car and blinked the headlights at me. I was driving my own blue Ford station wagon. I had affixed
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a small USA flag on the car radio antenna to allow Gleason to readily recognize my car. I parked
and walked to his car and shook hands through the driver side window with the great comedian. I

noticed Gleason appeared worn down, even tired. He was not the same as I remembered him being
when I had enjoyed him on the television show “The Honeymooners” many years prior.

Even so, he was still very open and friendly with someone he had not met face-to-face

before. I felt proud to meet such a show business legend. He then invited me to enter his car on

the front seat passenger side. As I got in, I sensed keenly the smells of cigarette smoke on the car

upholstery because it was quite evident. After entering the car, I quickly displayed my ID, NICAP
Unit-3 membership card, my Florida drivers’ license and a Xerox copy of my KSC credentials.
These IDs proved I was who I claimed to be and Gleason thanked me for my thoughtfulness. Several months after this important meeting between us I became aware of the reason why Gleason
appeared so worn and tired. He was seriously ill at the time with an inoperable condition of colon
cancer.

He immediately exchanged several of his UFO experiences and we became familiar with

each other. After about half an hour, I went to a coffee vending machine and got two coffees. It

was going to be a long night for both of us. Gleason joked at wishing he was at the Jolly Rogers to
have a real drink. I was caught off guard with that comment, but later realized the bar was a place
that he apparently periodically frequented near Fort Lauderdale. Gleason did not want the public
to recognize him. We wanted privacy. He smoked continually and it had a bad effect on me; I do

not smoke. Soon, Gleason noted it was having an effect on his guest and voluntarily stopped. I
thanked him. Later, his urge to have a cigarette caused both him and me to step out of the car and
he lit-up. I stood downwind and missed the smoke.

I began by filling him in on many UFO events that I and NICAP Unit-3 had investigated.

I told him of some of those sightings made by astronauts during on-orbit. I also told him of those

of the Apollo Astronauts that went to the moon. Gleason was very excited about UFOs that may
have been reported in and near the Kennedy Space Center and Cape Canaveral. It gave him hopes
that he would perhaps see more of them again near or over his Florida home. He admitted that he

had seen a craft in Florida and also while in London, England and commented that it was strange
and that there could have been a creature he had seen in one of his experiences.

He also told me that many years prior he had talked confidentially with a US Government

official and that person admitted to him that UFO’s were real and from space. Gleason continued
by saying that he believed that alien cultures were studying the human race. I conveyed to him that
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this possibility is also my belief. He was very curious about those observations that were reported

by the Apollo Astronauts. I detailed what I knew. I asked for him not to divulge this to anyone as
to whom he had heard it from. I explained that I had high security clearance and I did not want
it to impact my federal government clearance level and job. Gleason agreed to keep all he and I
exchanged confidential. I joked by saying “If you don’t, Jackie, I’ll send YA TO MARS!” Gleason

laughed so hard; he began to cough loudly and I became alarmed concerning his health. He then

said, “That was a good one, Mac! I’ll hire ya as a joke writer”. We both laughed. I told him about
“Lonesome George”, an object of unknown origin orbiting earth in deep space near the distance of

our moon. I told him of the Gemini mission with four unknowns that “inspected” our unmanned
spacecraft during orbit in the early 1960s, the Kecksburg, PA crash of a craft that was actually a
USSR re-entry of a failed Venus mission, explaining how easy it is to make such a mistake, and we

discussed other cases. I also spoke of the ancient mystery of legendary Atlantis. I again mentioned
that I have a friend, who is an expert on Atlantis and an accomplished archaeologist, a graduate of
Yale who lives in Miami. His name is Dr. J. Manson Valentine. He also shares our great interest in
investigating UFO reports.

Gleason was excited to be hearing of such cases from someone of who has worked directly

with NASA Astronauts. I told him I also worked with many former German scientists, notably,
the famed scientist Dr. Werner Von Braun. And many NASA Astronauts, Neil Armstrong, James
B. Irwin, John Glenn and many others. Some of whom have made history for walking on a world
other than earth. I met President John F. Kennedy twice at the Cape/KSC.

I felt proud to have the respect of such a genius of comedy, music, acting talents and a deep

interest in UFOs. Then Gleason admitted something he experienced to me that I was quite familiar
with. He said, “Clark, I’ll tell this to you because of your work with those courageous people. I

was doing a TV guest appearance in a show one night, and one of the early astronauts was there.”
I then asked who that Astronaut was. Gleason said, “I recall it was Gordon Cooper at the show.”

He said they introduced themselves to each other and then they departed from the crowd and went
away from the other guests. I asked the astronaut, “Are the UFOs a fact or fiction? Cooper said he

has seen such craft in our atmosphere, in Europe and in the USA and that they do exist. He said the

government knows the truth, but will not allow it to be released. Mac, my God, a NASA Astronaut
said UFOs are a fact. My God, our government will not allow the people to learn the truth. Damn

it, I nearly wet my pants.” I then admitted that I, also, talked with “Gordo” Cooper several times
and was told the same story. Gleason said, “Then, it’s a fact, huh, Clark?” I said, “Yes, Jackie, it’s
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an absolute fact.”

Jackie Gleason then began his astonishing tale of the famous Nixon-Gleason trip to Home-

stead Air Force Base, in Florida. He said, “Clark; I have never admitted to anyone that President

Nixon was with me during the trip. Only Beverly (his second wife, Beverly McKittrick) knew that
Dick was personally involved. I asked who Beverly was. Gleason said,” Oh, she’s my wife; ya

know how wives are, huh?” I replied, “Yes, I know!” I replied to him that I have kept many secrets and would be very confidential concerning his and President Nixon’s trip there. Gleason then

said,” In 1972, wait, was it 1972?” He paused. Gleason then said, “NO, Clark, it was in February
1973; I can’t recall the exact day.” He added, “One of those days in February, yeah, it was at my

charity golf event and Nixon was the special guest.” Later, Gleason recalled he was contacted in
the evening by President Nixon and told that he would be there to pick Gleason up at his home late

that night. He actually did not expect to hear from the President again that day and wondered what

was up that late at night? Gleason said he expected a presidential motorcade of the usual Secret
Service cars and that of President Nixon. He heard a single car arrive at his home and thought it

was one of his business associates. To his total surprise, it was the President - - and he was alone!
How could that be? He was always “totally covered” by Secret Service Agents, as any President

would experience on a 24 hour a day basis. He said Nixon did not like such total security. Puzzled,
Gleason entered the car with Nixon driving. As Nixon drove south; past Miami, they both discussed the mystery of UFOs. He was not surprised to hear Nixon talk about the subject. They had

talked quietly and briefly about UFOs during that afternoon at his golf course. The President was
very interested in UFOs as Jackie had been for many years.

As they approached Homestead AFB, Florida, he finally sprung his secret to Jackie. He

told Gleason they were going there to view alien creatures and their craft, which were stored in a
secured area within a hangar at the Air Force Base.

At first, Gleason thought he was joking and laughed. Nixon wasn’t laughing. They arrived

at the security gate and were stopped by a young M.P. I interrupted Gleason and said the MP
was probably an Air Police (AP) guard. Gleason said, “Yes, he was an Air Force man”. Gleason

then added that a most trusted personal assistant (well known in US politics) of President Nixon
stepped forth and greeted both men. Gleason knew the identity of this person and would not dis-

close the name to me for obvious reasons. I asked his approximate age? He said, “About 38 to
40+ I guess.” This individual had preceded both of them to the base and had already cleared the

President into Homestead Air Force Base. The Presidential Assistant was also apparently aware of
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what was stored there, Gleason said, with certain statements Nixon had made to him.

Later, McClelland learned through an ONI Naval Aviation Officer, visiting ONI at Patrick

Air Force Base that this assistant was probably Captain Donald H. Rumsfeld, also a former Naval

Aviator, 1954 – 1957. I was told this visiting ONI Naval Officer said Rumsfeld had trained him

earlier in his Naval flying career. Was this Naval Officer also aware of this Gleason-Nixon Meeting at Homestead Air Force Base? If so, how did he become aware of this data? One could as-

sume since he was a member of ONI and Rumsfeld apparently associated with such officers while
“bending elbows” together they may have shared stories of strange events not heard by friends,

family members or others. With these facts in mind, it leaves little to wonder as to whether he
knew or how he knew certain privileged facts.

In 1973, Rumsfeld apparently was again in the USA from Belgium for top level consulta-

tions in Washington D.C. in regards to his new position as the United States Ambassador to the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), in Brussels, Belgium. During all these years, Donald

Rumsfeld was also deeply involved with Richard Cheney who would have important assignments
being deeply involved in the future Gerald Ford Presidency (1974 – 1978). Both Rumsfeld and
Cheney appear to be apparently “in the know” regarding top secret military and UFO/alien events
worldwide.

Donald Rumsfeld, being a former US Congressman from Illinois (1962-1969) resigned his

Congressional Seat in 1969 and became a Cabinet member in the Nixon Administration, 1969-

1970. He then became a White House Assistant to President Richard Nixon, and a Special Counselor to Nixon 1971-1972. He was the 13th Secretary of Defense and the youngest one in the

history of the USA under Nixon. In recent years, he served as the 21st Secretary of Defense, under
President George W. Bush. Donald Rumsfeld and Richard Cheney are; in my opinion, aware

of much more than what either title of their government positions indicates. Perhaps, they have
knowledge of alien life on earth?

Apparently, Nixon realized that his arrival without a personal army of Secret Service Agents

would cause serious concern. So, he had his trusted, knowledgeable assistant there to quell that

alarm. Gleason thought that the Air (Military) Police approval to have them enter the base and to

be met and eventually guided to the mystery hangar area was a miracle or perhaps a military fluke.
He wondered how long it would be before those “irresponsible and missing” secret service agents
would be informed by the USAF and swiftly begin showing up? I asked Gleason if any USAF
security personnel asked any questions whatsoever concerning the lack of the usual Secret Service
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personnel accompanying President Nixon? He said not as far as he recalled. There was nothing

said. They all seemed aware of his arrival due to his Presidential Assistant being there ahead of
both he and Gleason and making arrangements.

They continued to drive into the base and Nixon seemed to know exactly where to go.

They drove to a far end of the base. A lone USAF Lieutenant (Gleason thought that was his rank)

wearing a security clearance badge met them and accompanied the two distinguished men to the
hangar entrance. The officer apparently was aware that the President and Gleason would be arriv-

ing. They entered the large hangar with an assigned, single, unarmed military police escort. Again,
Nixon appeared to know exactly where he was going. Gleason whimsically asked Nixon in a low
tone of his voice, not to have the
escort hear him, “Have you been
here before”? With a smile, Nixon

said, “Yes, President’s go wherever they please”, he conveyed.

Both men walked a short distance
to another large door with the escort following a few feet behind.

The escort remained at the chambers entrance on the orders of the

President. Nixon asked Gleason
to watch his step as they entered
the facility.

The President pointed out

many containers that were hold-

ing large and smaller damaged
parts of what appeared to be vari-

ARTISTIC conception of Jackie Gleason and President Nixon
viewing an alien body at Homestead AFB in Florida.
(Concept art copyright @ 2009 by Clark C. McClelland. Do not reproduce without approval.)

ous wreckage of a craft that had been torn apart by some sort of explosion or implosion. The President commented that it was part of the ship that these aliens had been flying. Gleason was flabbergasted to hear these details. Gleason reached out to touch a piece of wreckage and Nixon stopped

him. Then Gleason was amazed to view several medical examination slabs encased in separate
refrigerated containers, with what appeared to be embalmed, small, alien bodies laying on them.
Gleason looked at me and said, “Mac, I was never so amazed in my entire life! My God, there
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were bodies of small things, dead beings, which I had never seen before. They appeared child like

in physical shape, small in appearance; except that they were older looking creatures. Not youthful as children appear. Large hairless heads, slightly wrinkled faces, large sunken eyes, and a small
mouth, with what were apparently two ears, which were just holes in their head. He said they had

a fragile body, with small hands and feet. They were about three to four feet tall. Their skin appeared to have been damaged by extreme heat in certain bodily areas of two separate aliens. Their
skin color was hard to determine, but appeared to be a light tan or an off color of tannish-blue
or gray. I asked Gleason, “How many aliens were there”? He said he saw four creatures, one on

each enclosed slab that they viewed. He said there were about 6 or 8 such freezers and they did
not peer into all of them. Gleason then said that Nixon reared his head towards him and mumbled
a bit, then mentioned another incident that had happened in what he thought he recalled being in
the early 1960’s, but was not entirely sure. He told Jackie that he and another White House trusted

adviser were privately shown a 16 mm movie film. The film they saw was reputed to be a movie
of a factual event that had happened earlier.

Gleason asked if he could give any details. Nixon said he was told that two or three crafts

were detected approaching a major USAF base in New Mexico, he said he thought it was Halloway or some-such name. Nixon described viewing two or three tall-looking alien creatures

egressing the craft, and being met by several USAF Officers and they appeared to be greeting
each other? He was told that the officers and a single alien were directed to a secured building

where they held a meeting. Nixon said he was not privy as to what information they exchanged.

He said he was seriously considering releasing the incident for public scrutiny, but was urgently
influenced against doing so by his CIA Director, George H. W. Bush (Sr.), and his security aids on

his staff, (were they, Rumsfeld? Cheney?). According to remarks from President Nixon to Gleason, Bush Sr. apparently told the President that,” He had no need to know!” Gleason said, “Hell,

Clark, the President had no need to know?? What’s going on??” I said, “A lot is going on, Jackie.”
I informed Gleason that I was aware of the alleged alien ship disclosure and it was allegedly at

Holloman AFB, New Mexico. Gleason made a comment: “You do know a lot, huh, young man?”
I said, “Yes, Jackie, and much more since I began investigating UFOs in 1947. There are things

that would enlighten a few or possibly cause great fear among many in the human race. Gleason
said, “Enlighten me, Mac.”

I sat there stupefied. I said to Gleason, “Enlighten you? With all the space- related events

that I’ve participated in, Jackie, I would trade it all for this one experience of yours at Homestead
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AFB.” Gleason smiled and said, “Yeah, can’t blame ya, Mac, astonishing, right?” I replied, “No

words can explain how astonishing, Jackie. You actually DID SEND ME TO THE MOON!”
Gleason again laughed and coughed so hard that I was once again concerned for his health.

After viewing and discussing such fantastic evidence for about fifteen or twenty minutes,

Nixon thought they had better depart. Gleason agreed. They returned to their security officer and

he took them to their car. And they exited Homestead AFB. The Presidential Assistant followed

them and eventually Gleason transferred to his car and he was returned to his home at the Golf
Club. The name of the driver was not disclosed to Jackie nor discussed during their drive back.

President Nixon returned alone to his compound at Key Biscayne. Apparently, the Secret Service

had not yet discovered they had a “lost” President or had not yet arrived at the USAF base to re-

trieve him. That ended one of the most unique adventures Gleason had ever had in his entire life,
not to mention my own experience of hearing this astounding report first hand from Jackie Gleason. All in all, Gleason and I talked for about three hours or more.

I sincerely thanked the great one for his trust and openness before we parted. I said that

Gleason could call me at any time at my home or KSC with any questions he may have on the
subject. Sadly, Gleason never did. Or if he did try at Kennedy Space Center, was the call “just for-

gotten” or disregarded by orders to the NASA operator? I had a similar event occur years earlier
when John Glenn supposedly called me at the KSC Headquarters Building, but I never received
his call.

On the long drive back North, I thought about his experience and wondered if those small

bodies may have been connected to the Roswell crash in 1947 or another alien recovery? Yes, it
had been many years since that 1947 incident but the thought passed through my mind.

Was this a factual encounter described by Jackie Gleason? I can only say Gleason appeared

to be faithfully and honestly sincere about all he related. He was in control of his faculties. He
looked me straight in my eyes while stating his story. He gave no indication that any of the facts
he spoke about was anything other than the truth. I personally believe his fantastic story.

The Great One “Ralph Kramden” passed away at age 71 on 24 June 1987 in Fort Lauder-

dale, Florida. How sweet it has been to have Jackie Gleason with us for many years. I have often

wished I had observed the 8 to 9 foot Tall ET that I experienced in the Space Shuttle Payload Bay
in 1991 prior to his leaving us. Jackie would have gone to the moon if I were able to inform him
about that adventure. But then; no doubt, he knows all the truth now!
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The following history of how Rumsfeld may be involved secretly with this knowledge of

the alien question that has plagued many of us; the American public, from Presidents to Citizens

of this Great Republic. This history is offered for those who would like to have a better under-

standing of how the alien question has been handled within the ranks of those serving the public.

Is the following some proof of Rumsfeld’s involvement in recovered UFOs and his knowledge of
the alien presence on earth? Before I give you that history and in conclusion of the type of ques-

tions being presented here, please consider these facts that follow. Other foreign governments
have come forth with information about this question of whether there is an alien presence on
earth and in space. Information about this topic remains undisclosed to the American public by

their government and I am questioning why this is. It certainly isn’t the lack of asking. There have

been many who have come forward, as I have, asking for this information to be released in an effort to get to the “The Truth” about the alien presence on earth and in space.

These are extracts from the United States Congressional UFO Symposium held on 29 July 1968.
Mr. ROUSH. I think it is only appropriate that Dr. Hynek be introduced by our colleague, Mr.
Rumsfeld.

Mr. RUMSFELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to welcome all the members of this

distinguished panel, and particularly to welcome Dr. Allen Hynek, who is a son of Illinois, and

presently serves in the Department of Astronomy, and also Director of the Lindheimer Astronomical Research Center. Dr. Hynek is a member of a number of scientific societies, and has served in
the Government service as well as in the academic community.

As his Congressman I am delighted he has been invited to appear on this panel, and we certainly
look forward to his comments. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROUSH. Dr. Hynek, the floor is yours.
Mr. HECHLER. First I would like to commend you, Mr. Roush, for your initiative in setting up

this symposium. I would like to ask you, Dr. Hynek, whether you consider this scientific board of
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inquiry which you outlined as a sort of a one shot thing which would make its report, or do you

consider this to be a continuing body that could examine, as the Air Force has, reports and analyze
them? And with this question, I would like to ask if your assumption is that the Air Force, because
of its emphasis on national security, has really not measured up to a thorough scientific analysis
of UFO’s?

Dr. HYNEK: Well, in answer to the first part of that question, sir, I would say I don’t believe in a

problem as complex as this the one shot approach would be sufficient. I think there should be this

board of inquiry which should be a continuing board in the same sense that we have, I presume,
boards of study for world population problems, of pollution problems, of world health, and so
forth. The letter that came with the invitation to speak here, strongly stated that we would not

discuss the Air Force participation in these matters, and I would like to therefore not speak to that
point.

Mr. ROUSH. Mr. Rumsfeld.
Mr. RUMSFELD: Because of the fact it does look as though we will have a busy afternoon on the
floor, I very likely will not be present for the remainder of the discussion. I would like to express

the hope the other members of the panel might at some point comment on the two recommendations that Dr. Hynek has set forth in his paper. Further, I would hope that each member of the

panel, during the afternoon session, might address himself to the questions of priorities. Assuming
that there is some agreement with Dr. Hynek’s conclusion that this is an area worthy of additional
study, then the question for Congress, of course, becomes what is the priority?

This is a rather unique situation in that it is a scientific question that has reached the public

prior to the time that anything beneficial can even be imagined. In many instances a scientific effort is not widely known to the public until it is successful. Each of you are an expert in one or

more disciplines. I am sure there are a number of things on your shopping lists for additional fund-

ing. I would be interested to know how this effort that is proposed here might fit into your lists of
priorities. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ROUSH. Thank you, Mr. Rumsfeld.
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End of excerpt of the United States Congressional UFO Symposium, July 29 1968.
In conclusion of this amazing account taken from my interview with Jackie Gleason of his

trip to Homestead AFB accompanied with and initiated by President Richard M. Nixon please

consider what has been released about former Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, and included in the Excerpt.

In the opinion of this writer, Donald Rumsfeld, Captain USN, U.S. Naval Aviator, US Con-

gressman, U. S. Secretary of Defense (twice) is suspected of being involved in the alien question.
If he did indeed accompany President Richard Nixon and Jackie Gleason to Homestead Air Force

Base in 1973, does that question deserve any further inquiry? Of course it does. What does he

know? Is Vice-President, Dick Cheney also aware? Do those questions deserve any consideration
by those who have studied this important case? Yes, they do deserve further scrutiny!

Here are some other statements for your consideration that will be in my future additional chapters:

1. On 1 January 1959, Dr. Wernher von Braun stated to a reporter for the newspaper Europa while

he was in europe that, “We feel ourselves faced by powers which are far stronger than we had hitherto assumed. More I cannot say at present. We are now engaged in entering into closer contact
with these powers and in six or nine months’ time it may be possible to speak with more precision

on the matter.” He later was also involved with the planning of the Pioneer 10 deep space probe,
one that is heading to the Aryan nation star Aldebaran in the Hiates. Dr. von Braun made these
same statements to me in 1969.

2. Dr. Hermann Oberth, who protested the credits for the German nation for their brilliant accomplishments in pioneering rocket designs by saying: “We alone cannot take the credit for our record
advancement in rocket technology. We have been helped by people from other worlds.”

During the visit of Oberth to KSC, 16 July 1969 to witness the Apollo 11 first landing on the moon
launch, he stated these same words to this writer.

3. It was while the Vril Society - that was renamed Vril Gesellschaft - was meeting at an old hunt-

ing lodge near Berchtesgarden, Germany that they received some remarkable news from Maria
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Orsic (Orsitch), who was a medium that led the Vrilerinnen. This was a group of beautiful young
women psychics in the society who began to receive messages from Aryan aliens hailing from a

planet circling Alpha Tauri. It is the giant star; Aldebaran, in the star system located in the constellation of Taurus called the Hyades. Maria and a sister medium named Sigrun learned that millions

of years ago the Aryans; also known as the Biblical Elohim or Elder Race, began to colonize our
solar system. On Earth the Aryans were identified as the Sumerians until they elected to carve out

an empire for themselves on the planet Earth. For many this Vril entry may be difficult to accept as

fact. But, what is a verifiable fact relating to the presently distorted history of our origins on Earth?
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